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ABSTRACT. I f  the equation of entropy-generl^tion, considered as phenomenological 
liiw, is taken as the starting-point, general symix otry>rolafcions, which are generaliations of 
Orisager relation, can be obtained. For this, the faoh that generalised forces are difterenoes 
or gradients of some thermodynamic quantities is to ibe fully utilised. Then, by simple and 
straightforward calculations, these symmetry-rolations can be seen to bo invariant under 
tho general group of linear transformations of forces or fluxes. So, those symmetry-relations 
arc natural laws as the Onsager reciprocal relation.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
In the linear theory of irreversible phenomenae, the Onsager reciprocal rela­
tion plays a very important role (Onsager 1931, do Groot, 1961) and is considered 
as a fundamental law. But it is seen that the linear theory is not suitable in some 
cases, particularly when the chemical reactions are important in the irreversable 
processes (de Groot, 1951). Some attempts have been made to formulate and 
develop a non-linear theory. In this theory, the symmetry relations of higher 
order are important.
Hero, symmetry-relations of higher order have been deduced simply from the 
well-known fact tha t the thermodynamic generalised forces are differences or 
gradients of some thermodynamic quantities, (generally intensive variables). 
The equation of entropy generation, taken in the usual form, is considered as a 
basic law and the closed study of its implications has been made. From this study 
tho invariance of symmetry-relation of higher order under a general group of linear 
transformations of forces or fluxes follows simply and straight-forwardly.
B A S I C  N O T I O N S  A N D  T H E I R  S I G N I F I C A N C E S
As already stated, a generalised force, X**, is the difference of some thermody­
namic quantity like temperature, concentration, some potentials, etc. and so 
we can write,
X'* =  Aa:'* ... (1 )
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The equation of entropy-generation is usually written as
or =  AS. =  J^X<^
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whore o’ i‘b knoT\ii as entropy-generation and is really the change of the entropy 
of system duo to internal changes, J,i is the flux corresponding to the generalised 
force and the summation-convention, i.e., when the prefix and the suffix are 
same, it means summation over all possible values, has been used. After de Groot 
(1951), wc shall consider the generalised forces as of a components linear vector,
i.e., any linear combination of the forces, is also a generalised force. Then, 
as the consequence of the equation (2), the flux is also a vector. Of course, for 
general group of linear transformations, the generalised force is a contragradient 
vector and the flux a covariant vector. Thus if we consider a linear transformation 
of forces as
X ^  == Z'v
then the law of transformation of the fluxes is
JII ^  JV
From the equations (1) and (2), we also get,
(3)
w
-  Q-n (o)
Also from experience and also from simple physical considerations, we have,
... (6)
where fn(X^) denotes a functions of Z^’s (having finite continuous derivatives of 
first i%th order, k being a suitable number) with the usual conditions that at the 
equilibrium position, near about which all considerations are restricted, we have
X'' =  0, Jn — 0 for all y ’s and /I's ( 7 )
L I  N 3^  ^A R T H E O Yi Y
For clear understanding of the present discussions, it appears that we should 
discuss the usual linear theory from the present stand point. *
* Now, the equation (5) is only a form of the implicit assumption of perfect differentiabilit y 
of the Pfaifian expression represonting dS which deserves a close minute semtiny. If  equa ­
tions (1), (2) and (7), which have l>een clearly pentioned by de Groot (1951) as facts of 
experience, are adiritiod, the Onsager reciprocal relation in plies and is in plied by the 
perfect difterentiability of dS(. I f  this fact is accepted to be valid in general, the entire 
theory becomes very simple. In. the present dove- lopment, symmetries of higher order 
have been deduced esily and straightforwardly from this fact. But, the invariance of 
symmetry-relations of any order (if they exist) under the gneral group of linear transforma­
tions does not depend on tliis fact and follows generally and directly from simple discuanios 
of linear transformations as i t  can be seen here.
When the close neighbourhood of the equilibrium position, in which our consi­
deration are restricted, is such that first approximation will sufiice, from equation
(6) wo have
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J  — A*" L^y X" ... (8)
Then, from the relations (6), (7) and (8) we get 
r  _  _  d^Si _  9^SyJ j  ------------------- ----- -U-- dJy-‘nv dx" dxdx^ 'i>it ... (9)d»'’dx>^ dx>^
I f  8  satisfies the usual conditions of commutativity of the orders of partial dif­
ferentiation. The relation
Ijfly — I^ p0i *•* (19)
is the usual reciprocal relation of Onsager.
Now from relations (3), (4) and (7), we have.
i.o., r ,  =  J ,  =  Ly.X" =  f i \ p \L y ,X '  =  L',y^X'^ ... (1 1 )
=  ... (12)
Thus, from (10) and from the commutativity of f i / ’B we get the invariance of 
symmetry-relation, viz,
... (13)
The relation (13) also shows that L^y is a covariant tensor of second order.
N O N - L I N K A R  T H E O R Y  O F  T H E  S E C O N D  O R D E R
When the neighbourhood of the equilibrium position is such tha t it is suffi­
cient to retain terms of second order, we get, by Taylor’s theorem after neglecting 
the error,
dx’'
-- L/lyX” LftyiPi
where, when Vj vj
I^ HV\V2 ~
5®''*
X^iX^a ... (14)
a v ;. ^
a®''»a®»'3 dx^dx^tdr^i
d^Si
a»’’>a«“a®”*
_  a»^, _ av,n
dx*adx*adx'* dx*idi^
and, when Vj =  Vg =  v.
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a
21 dx'’dx'’ 2 ! dx^dx"dx>’
_  1  d®/8 _  1  d’^ J _  _  1  r
2 ! dx*dx>^ dx'' 2 ! 3a;'‘aa!’’ 2
- 1' 2 ! dx>‘dx"dx'^
1 a*j _  1
2 ! dx'‘dx'’dxf  ^ 2
provided satisfies usual mathematical conditions of commutativity of orders 
of partial differentiation. Now, in expression (14), and Vg are dummy suffices 
so commutatation vi and v* will lead to no new result. So, we have the symmetry 
relations of second orders as
and X'/lViVg =  ZfVijiVg =  ZrVjVit* ••• (f®)
i  iv(jtv ••• (f®)
When there are only two generalised forces and so two fluxes, we have
^1Z2 — i  -^ 2ia =  J 2^Z1>
^211 =  i  -^ 121 — i  ^112
Shrivastava and Kartar Singh (1966) was able to write these relations from some 
simple considerations.
As before, from (3) and (4) and (14) wo obtain
... (17)
From relations (15) and (16) and from the commutativity of f i / 's  which are real 
numbers, wo got invariance of the symmetric-relation. From (17) we also get 
that Lxry is a co variant affine tensor of third order.
N O N - L I N E A B  T H E O R Y  O F  k  T H  O R D E R
Now, when the neighbourhood about the equilibrium position is such that 
it will be sufficient to retain upto k th  order say, by Taylor’s theorem after neglecting 
the error after i-th  team, we get
Jy =  Aar" -f L /  .^^iL_A arv, Aarva\ I w ) AarviAary....A arv*dx” 2 ! \  darvidar^ a / Jfc! \dx'*i,..dx'^al
where=  -(-irjXViVgXviXvg-|-i(HVx...V*
••• g<pjl ________irki d ^ i ... daj"*
(18)
(19)
where pt is the number of the t th group of equal indices of the index set Vj, V2, 
... Vfc. Now, as 7 's are dummy suffices, so no new result is obtained by inter­
changing them. So, we get symmetry-relations as 1
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...Vjj—• i j /  Hr ••• p 
1 1 a k
1
* • • „  ... Xjn ^  ^  •” ^  ” •
I^ unptn ••• —21'^ i'xmi'xw ••• »* — ••• — ^i^nnn ••• »> ^  V3 ^  ... 7^  v^ ; (21)
X,,,,... pf), Vi — Vj — ... =v* =  V ... (22)
These are the synunetry-relations of ik-th or^ er. Proceeding as before, we have,
JV =  ^ /J p  =  /S/[LppX<‘i-Lpp^p^'’iXOa + . . .+ i ,p i ... p^X^ ... X^k]
L p p ,...p ^ '\...X '\
=  ...X'*-*
So we got
L  ppi ... ~  P v^le^ Pai ••* ot> 3 ^
Arguing as in the proceeding cases, we have the invariance of the symmetry-relation 
of j-th . order, j  ^ k.
C O N C L U D I N G  R E M A R K S
From our above discussion, it is clear that if in phenomenological theories, 
we proceed from slightly altered assumption, which are also facts of experience, 
we get not only our present-day linear theory but also its generalisation upto 
any higher order. The mathematical method used is simple and straightforward.
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